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No Bison Next Week"
Lectureship

The Venezuelan government
called up regular army troops
last week for the first time
since World War II to halt Communist sabotage ordered by VOLUME XXXVII, NUMBER 7
Cuba's Fidel Castro.
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Less than four lays later,
Reds blew up three Americanowned oil field power stations
in Maracaibo. Officials said they
had captured most of the saboteurs.

Finalists Chosen
For May Queen

Negotiations between Britian
and the six nations belonging
to the European common market
cont)liue in Brussels. No .. progress is evident, however, even
though the conferees decided to
shift from the touchy British
agriculture issue to the English
request for no tariffs on various
commonwealth products.

Three Harding juniors polled the most votes in students elections last Saturday to become finalists for May

French premier Charles de
Gaulle claimed victory when 62
percent of the vote favored him
in a referendum on his changes
in the constitution. The key issue
was the popular election of
France's next president.
Communist China was refused
membership in the United Nations for the 13th time by a vote
of 56-42. Twelve nations abstained from votin~ Britian, Norway,
Sweden, Denmark, Finland and
Pakistan broke with the rest of
the Western nations and voted
to seat the Communists.
India supported Red China
too, despite the two countries'
border war. Nationalist China's
support came from African nations.
Republicans captured four of
the most important gubernatorial
races in elections last week, those
of Michigan , Ohio , Pennsylvania
and New York. This gives the
G. 0. P. a broader range of
presidential hopefuls for 1964
including Rockefeller of New
York, Romney of Michigan and
Scranton of Pennsylvania.
Shattering Typhoon Karen left
at least five natives dead on
Guam, damages in the hundred
of millions of dollars and 45,000
persons homeless. The typhoon
crashed across the tiny island
late Sunday night and Monday
morning with winds reaching 17 4
miles per hour.
President Kennedy's three U ..
N. negotiators on the Cuban
crisis returned to the bargaining table Tuesday armed with
White House orders to keep up
their resistance that the Soviet
Union pull its jet bombers out
of Cuba.
The informants said Kennedy
made it plain he considers the
bombers offensive weapons to be
removed under Khrushchev's
pledge in return for a U. S.
guarantee not to invade Cuba.
U. S. efforts to get on-site
verification in accordance witli
Khrushchev's proposal have been
blocked by Castro's refusal of
such checks by the United Nations or any other foreign
agency.
U. S. authorities believe the
missile menace from Cuba has
been virtually eliminated, but
they stresss that the two dozen
or more Soviet IL28 bomber~
still in Cuba can carry nuclear
bombs also.
Both Soviet Russia and Cuban
officials have said the bombers
were turned over to Castro an~.
are under his control. But the
Unitd States is expected to continue its naval blockade of Cuba
until the bombers are removed.

Library Displays ·Books
For Children's Week
Nation a 1 Children's Book
Week is set for Nov. 11-17 when
generous citizens can buy Christmas presents for small children.
There is currently a display
in the library of award-winning
children's books in connection
with this week. Some have received notice because of unique,
eye-catching illustrations, others
because of the originality and
appropriateness of their stories.

The first of May is going to be a big day in the I ife of one of these three women nominated for
May Queen. They are Louise Tucker, Pat Bowman and Jeffrey Rorex. ·

Passing of Mrs. Roosevelt ·
Brings Different Reactions
By Martha Tooke
Eleanor Roosevelt, former First
Lady of th.e White House who
passed away with tuberculosis
and other complications Nov. 7
has often been called the First
Lady of the World.
As the wife of the former
President Franklin Roosevelt and
as an international figure in her
own right, she has been before
the public's eye for many years.
Her public life has been held
in esteem by some and intensely
criticized by others. She has
been accused of meddling in
politics where she had no right
and, on the other hand helping
d~pressed peoples of the world.
In 1945 former President
Harry S. Truman appointed her
as a delegate to the United Nations General Assembly. Her
work in this realm has become
known all over the world.
She was born in 1884 in a
family of which both her parents
were prominent socially. Her
uncle, Theodore Roosevelt who
was then president, gave her in
marriage to Franklin Roosevelt,
who was her fifth cousin.
Following her death, various
Harding teachers were asked to
comment on what they considered to be her major contribution
to the United States. Replies
were varied with some refusing
to comment -because of personal
:>pinions to the contrary.
Faculty members said that she
was a peacemaker, some said
>he was a trouble maker. Two
instructors cited her contributions in the journalistic profes1ion and to the U. N. Most of
them agreed that she was out;tanding as a humanitarian.
Irene Johnson, assistant pro' essor of history said, "Eleanor
1oosevelt's greatest contribution
vas in the field of peace and
contributing good will among
Jeople of all nations. She was
:t peacemaker without sacrific~ng principals."
Bob Gilliam, assistant professor
of education and psychology,
said, "Eleanor Roosevelt worked
toward the worth of the individal. She stressed individual
human liberty as a~ interna.tional goal."
Neil Cope, professor of journalism, took th.is point of view,
"Although I don't agree with
many of the things that she said
and did. ... she did make a contribution as a columnist and
journalist." She also made a
notable contribution in that she
gave a common to~ch to the
position of the First Lady and
seemingly had an understanding

of people."
Pearl Latham, assistant professor of English, cited Mrs. Roosevelt's work with the United Nations. Russell Simmons, director
of public relations, said, "The
humanitarian interest w hi ch
Eleanor Roosevelt took in people
in all nations of the world is
what made her a great woman."
·In accordance with Simmons,
Dr. James Atteberry, associate
professor of English, also remarked that Mrs. Roosevelt
showed other nations that the
people of this country are interested i.n. other people.
"Her greatest contribution was
her general image as a symbol
in affairs of the world outside
of continental United States,"
he said.

Dramatic Group
Slated For Tour
With "The Miser"
"Les Troupadores", Harding's
traveling drama company, will
be on tour this weekend with
their production of The Miser.
They leave Saturday morning
for a 7:30 p .m. performance at
Harding Academy in 'Memphis,
return to the campus Sunday,
then travel to Hendrix College
at Conway to present the play
Monday night.
The complete production-set,
lighting and sound equipment,
costumes, properties and actors
-will be packed into a bus and
a truck for the trip. '
Special difficulties the troupe
must overcome include performing on a gymnasium floor with
inadequate lighting and backstage facilities, staging the play
without a curtain, and adjusting
to a different kind of stage at
Conway.
"Les Troupadores" stress versatility ~nd teamwork Each actor, besides being responsible for
his own costume and makeup,
is skilled at certain technical
jobs, too, such as lighting or
properties management. Each
person has a specific set of duties in setting up and running
the play.
Members of the troupe are
Bob Brewer, J anice Sanders, Jon
Farris, Raymond Hawkins, Sylvia Citty, Norman Tubb, Dalton
Eddlman,
Sue
Gately,
Carl
Heffington and Ben Stewart.

Belles and Beaux
AreWell Received
t Military Bases

Queen.
They are
Louise
Tucker,
Waynestown, fnd., Pat Bowman,
Leachville, Ark., and Jeffrey
Rorex, Palatin, Ill.
Women students in the contest are nominated by their sociP ~
clubs. The entire event is sponsored by the Jo Gu Jo social
club.
Miss Tucker, an elementary
education major is the representative of Gata. She is also a
nominee for junior class favorite.
She is active in the A Cappella
Chorus and is a member of the
Belles and Beaux.
Mrs. Bowman, who was married only this summer, is also an
elementary education major. She
represents Kappa Delta. Last
year she was named. sophomore
class favorite. She was a cheerleader her freshman and sophomore years.
Miss Rorex, who represents
Zeta Phi Zeta, is a medical
techology major.
Each nominee reacted differently when told she was a fina-

list. Miss Rorex described her
feelings as elated, Miss Tucker
said she was stunned and Mrs.
Bowman said all she could think
of to say was, "oh! .... Really?
Really ? .... My!"
Run-off elections in which all
students participate determine
the queen. The other two women
.•ill serve as her attendents. Une
representative of each women's
and men's social club comprises
the May Court.
In addition to the court there
are May Pole winders who are
chosen by the clubs later in the
year. These are usually freshmen and sophomore women,
giving all classes an opportunity
to participate in the fectivities.
May Fete is a traditional day
on Harding's campus set aside
to celebrate the oncoming of
spring. The queen's identity is
not revealed until a few minutes
prior to the ceremonies.
Mary Lee James is director of
May Fete activities this year.

By Judy Evans
Harding's Belles and Beaux
are now in France. At last report
they were in Trois-Fontaine.
After landing in Frankfort,
Germany on Monday, October
22, they spent two weeks in
'.;ermany singing at United
States military installations in
~rankfort, Hanau, Bad Kreuz'lach, Kaiserslautern and Permasens, Germany.
Since that time they have vis;ted posts at Nancy, Toul and
Trois-Fontaine, France.
\
The Belles reporter, Mary Eth~l Bales, has been keeping the
Bison up to date on their activities. She says " The people are
so very friendly. I don't think
they've turned against Americans yet."
The group has been well received by the service men. At
th Kaiserslautern Service Club
one soldier commented that he
J. D. Bales and Herbert Philbrick confer on material for their
had seen a lot of USO shows in
book, "The Communist's Attack Against Religion."
Korea and in Germany, including many professional. According
to him the only one that topped
the Belles and Beaux Showcase
was Debbie Reynolds.
Anita Smith has been receiving a standing ovation from the
men each evening as she sings
the song, "I Close My Eyes"
DR. J. D. BALES, professor of chief witness in the 1949 trial
written by Mrs. Dot Beck.
Christian doctrine, and Herbert of 11 top Communists including
The song has been making A. Philbrick, nine years a coun- the late William Z. Foster, then
quite a hit with the men because terspy for the FBI, are co-author- national chairman of the party
of its appropriateness. At one ing a new book entitled The in the United States.
olace the men had Anita record Communist Attack on Religion
HE WAS the first public inthe song for them and on anoth- scheduled for spring release.
formant against the Communist
er occasion a soldier wrote Dr.
The publication will be the party to receive acclaim from J .
Benson requesting that a copy first known attempt to present Edgar Hoover.
of the lyrics be sent to him.
the entire pattern of Communist
Bales, a personal friend of
At one base where paratroop- attack upon religion. Philbrick, is a nationally known
ers were stationed who were reCovering seven major points writer and lecturer on both reported to be the "roughest guys describing Communist effect up- ligion and communism. Among
in the service" the hostess was on religion, the book explains li.is most popular books is Com'lstounded by the good behavior the techniques used to devour munism, Its Faith and Fallacies.
of the men. She said that never religious peoples.
Philbrick will contribute mabefore had they been that quite
The text discusses the antag- terial for the book from peror responsive to any program anism between communism and sonal experience, while Bales will
given there.
religion, the flexible tactics used draw from his vast research and
At the close of a worship ser- in dealing with religion and the first-person contacts.
vice which the Belles and Beaux propaganda communism uses beattended with German Chris- fore and after it takes control
tians, they and their German of a country.
brethren joined in the singing
THE LAST PART of the book Accountant Scheduled
of "Blest Be the Tie."
will present facts concerning To Interview Students
A Belle commented that "it infiltration, both before and after
was really wonderful-no one Communist domination;
comDr. Roy Wellborne, placement
cared what language anyone else munism and Judaism; and what director, announces that Harriwas singing in! It was so fasci- the American people can do son Beal,
representative
of
nating to talk to wonderful peo- about the situation.
Arthur Anderson and Co., acple who couldn't speak English
Philbrick is the author . of I countants, will be on campus
·my better than we could speak Led Three Lives, a book dealing all day tomorrow to interview
German.''
wit;h his years as a FBI counter- business-accounting majors. Any
The Belles and Beaux will re- spy. It has been translated into interested students should see
turn on December 23 after ex- 27 languages and has sold Mrs. Mildred McCoy, - secretary,
tensive touring in Germany, 200,000 copies.
and make an appointment to see
France and Italy.
He was the United States' Beal.

Bales, Philbrick Collaborate
On Red's Attack On Religion
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Arkansas Digesl is example

Writer Discusses Misuses of Propaganda .

In Defense of Smaller Groups
Students, especially those from larger cities, aften feel hemmed in and confined on this campus and
in this small-town atmosphere. This is partly understandable, but it is not excusable. The apostle Paul
said, "I have learned in whatsoever state I am in,
therewith to be content." More college students need
to apply this verse to their own lives.
Loyalty and pride in one's own pattern of life
often prevent him from recognizing and appreciating
the value of different environments. A person is ma ..
ture when he can adjust to every new situation and
benefit from the experience. Harding's environment
has much to offer a student; Searcy can contribute
to his social maturity also.
Outstanding Faculty Members
This has been mentioned many times, but it is
significant enough to warrant special recognition.
There are too few schools with a faculty and staff
such as is found at Harding. The other day an instructor complimented me for the work that is being done on the Bison this year. Another one from
time to time sends letters to the Bison of £ice offering suggestions and encouragement.
This type of teacher, indeed this type of person,
is a rarity at the larger state-supported institutions.
Quite the contrary, teachers in those institutions often contribute to a student's moral breakdown and
encourage inferiority complexes. This summer, University of Michigan students related instances of
faculty members ridicuing students in the classroom because of their physcial characteristics. They
also said that students at such schools hear so much
swearing and obscene language that they become immune to it.
Small Towns People Friendlier
People in the small town are friendlier than the
people in a larger city. Big industry hasn't moved
in triggering the greed for getting ahead regardless
of who is stepped on.
Students from different sections of the country
who come to this campus and snee,. at the Southern
way of life could learn from Southern courtesy and
good manners. It's trne that there is a regional difference in people, and in many ways, the Southerners a r e on the winning side.
The difference in personalities becomes noticable
on a train ride such as the one from Kensett. Ark.,
to Flint, Mich. You sta~ off on the Missouri Pacific
Line. The conductors on this line smile at the passengers, they're courteous and they stop and talk. The
other passengers are congenial and . there is a comfortable, informal atmosphere. The stretch from
Chicago to Flint is on the Grand Trunk Line which
runs up into Canada. The change in people is as
obvious as the change in the weather ...both become
colder.
Students Can Learn lesson
Students who come to Searcy for their college
education should be open-minded enough not to
compare the town ·unfavorably with the large cities
because of its Tack of social activities and its absence
of night spots. Here, one can still find groups of
people talking to each other on the street corners
and women in home made dresses and naturalcolored hair. From most of these people, an individual can learn lessons of simple, honest living not
marked by self indulgence and society cliques.
Neither should students look down on Harding
Colleg,e because of its small size. At Harding, a
country boy in bluejeans has as much opportunity
for campus recognition as a city slicker with the
finest clothes, and a woman student can be as happy and popular in cotton as in cashmere.
Harding Student Not Inferior
Make no mistake! These students are not inferior to the alchoholic, self centered, immoral college student so often found in the big-name school.
And, small town citizens are not inferior to the fast
moving, inconsiderate, unfriendly and unfeeling robot one so often comes in contact with in the large
city.
Harding students should be grateful they're on
a campus where they can smell fresh air instead of
cigarette smoke and where they can go see an instructor and be confident of receiving a warm welcome and Christian counseling. But, they should be
more than grateful .f or it, they should learn from it.
-M.H.
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"Uberty is found in doing right."
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By Ron Wiltse
THE DEFEAT of Richard Nixon had a special significance to
me. Nixon was a man of great
appeal. His rise from representative to vice president "t o presidential candidate was a remarkable climb to be attributed partly to circumstances but also to
his personal qualities. He had
the fortune of being a very congenial person and of having an
attractive wife. These things are
important to a candidate.
In his personal actions I have
never found anything to criticize. He was scrupulous in his
eampaign statements n ever to
make accusations against his OPposition that he couldn't explicitly back up. He seemed to
have a fear of being misrepresented that caused him to carefully a void misrepresenting others. Maybe, though, the real
cause was simply his personal
integrity. If so, this was only a
manifestation of his integrity.
IN OFFICE, other examples
come to mind. His support of
Whittaker Chambers in the ear-

A lonely walk for Nixon

By Pat Caraway
The deciding factor of whether
or not propaganda is evil is in
the methods employed in directing the minds of people toward
an opinion. Consequently, I maintain that propaganda is often
evil. It is evil because it appeals
to the emotions of people and
not to their intellect.
WHAT IS WRONG With appealing to emotions rather than to
intellect? For an answer to that
question, an examination of
Ivan Pavlov's experiments with
dogs is profitable. Everytime
Pavlov fed a dog, a light was
flashed. This was repeated until
the dog associated the light with
the food. The time came when
everytime the dog saw the light
flash, his saliva flowed even
though there was no food present.
Reds Experiment With Men
In 1928 the Communists made
a film entitled "The Nervous System" . This film showed the same
Pavlovian experiment with one
significant change - a man was
used instead of a dog. Shocking?
The application is that instead
of flashing light, words can be
used in association with a desired response. ·
WORDS SUCH AS "subver_
sive," "patriotic," "socialistics,"
"imperialistic," "capitalistic," are
used to get people to respond a
certain way. These words are
used by both Communists and
Americans and have different
meanings for both. Consequehtly,
they have become words with
no standard meanings. They take
the place of a Pavlovian light;
they are used merely to arouse
an emotional response.
Thus propaganda, if it does not
appeal to man's intellect, pro•
duces a conditioned response,
degrades a person and reduces
a human being to the plane of
an animal.
Propaganda which a pp e a 1 s
merely to the emotions causes a
person to act irrationally. This
is shown by the recent University of Mississippi riot. Certain
segregationist leaders appealed
to the prejudices of "Ole Miss"
students and caused them to
become a part of a mass mob,
thus losing their individuality.
Words Stimulate Response
The students responded to
such word stimuli as "nigger",

"Goodness! Half of me is already Socialized."
"NAACP" and "nine old men" .
These words acted as Pavlovian
lights, and the students grabbed
bricks and started throwing
them. They did not stop to think
about the consequences of such
action. They did not visualize
a French reporter lying dead,
nor did they consider the moral
sins they were committing. They
just did not think!
Arkansas Digest
Recently a paper entitled the
Arkansas Digest was distributed
to students here. It was not
distributed by faculty members;
I do not know whether or not
a Harding student handed the
papers out. The paper claims to
be against Communism and for
Americanism. It claims factual
documentation, but such wild
statements as these are made
in it: "We are already 50%
socialized and the 'schemers'
are working day and night to
socialize us 100 %."
I WONDER HOW t.hew arrived at these figures? Upon what
mathematical standard are they
basing these figures?
The
authors go on to equate socialism and communism. This equation is debatable, but they call
it fact. "Since the U. N. was
founded in 1945, fourteen major
conflicts have been fought. None
of this aggression was halted by
the U. N." Apparently, the Arkansas Digest d0€s not classify
Korea as a major conflict. The
Arkansas Digest has other erroneous statements in it such

as these.
It does not appeal to a person's
reason; it appeals to a basic
emotion: FEAR. If anyone disagrees with this viewpoint, I
challenge him to go through the
paper and examine each . statement carefully. Use reason and
throw away blind emotionalism.
Offers No Solution
THE ARKANSAS DIGEST appeals to a person's fear of Com.
munism, but the only solution
it offered to the individual was
to help distribute the paper in..
November elections. Why? So
that 56 million other persons
can have their fear appealed to?
Can a fear-dominated person
vote rationally? He cannot!
There is danger in progaganda
which cannot .be supported by
facts but relies only upon emotionalism. Such propaganda is
capable of doing more harm to
America than good. When propaganda destroys individualism
and is aimed at preventing people from thinking, it is harmful.
Thinking men founded America;
thinking men must preserve
America.
WE MUST NOT support propaganda which appeals to a
person's emotions, thus stagnating his intellect. We must not
accept everthing we read and
hear, but we must examine
everything we read or hear carefully and rationally. We must
awaken from our lethargy and
THINK!

ly days of the HUAC investigation of Alger Hiss looked at the
time like it might cost him his
career. His disregard for the mob
of students outside the University of Venezuela almost cost
him his life. ·
People who saw and heard - - - - - - - - - - - - - T h e Inquirer------------him were better able to judge
By Sandra Herndon
his qualities than others because
his general public image was not
really a fair representation.
Many thought that he was an
opportunist, that he comproif it doesn't then this presents
GETTING A.LONG well with
mised his principles to gain
another problem.
other peoplb, especially in a
greater support. This was the
I am not advocating the proclosely populated community
source of many of his pr oblems.
versal white lie - Just the theosuch as a college campus, can be
FROM HIS OWN party, conretical Dale Carnegie aproach
a difficult task. People being
servatives in large numbers
which I believe if understood as
people, there will be personality
turned against ' him when he
it was meant to be could prove
clashes, awkward situations, arwent out of his way to disassobeneficial! Effort on our part
guments, and hurt feelings.
ciate himself from those very
not only spares the feelings of
There are many ways, howconservative. His efforts to do
others on occasion but could re..
ever, in which the individual
this actually caused many perlieve many u n c o m f o r t a b 1e
do his share in making
sons to misunderstand his prinsilences.
dor mitory and social life pleaciples.
sant.
Fair Play, Advantageous
In trying to point out his
Develop Cheerfulness
Finally, there is the spirit of
principles he often gave the imfair play which could well be
The first attribute we should
pression that he stood to the
try to develop is cheerfulness or
used to advantage in getting
left of where he actually was.
amiability. Nothing is worse
along with fellow students.
The impression given to many
Another way of stating this idea
was that his beliefs were closer than a poker-faced sourpuss who
might be "Do unto others as
to his opponents than they ac- looks and acts as though she
you would have them do unto
tually were. The situation was had just pulled a runner in her
Friendly Tom
you."
last pair of hose.
not particularly helped by the
SINCE HAPPINESS, according
QUITE OFTEN I discover that
pleasant habitual facial exprespress. Perhaps relevant is the
if I had put myself in the place
sion.
fact that while most newspapers to the ancients, is a state of
of the person I was rude to or
mind, it would be a good thing
WOULDN'T it be terrible if we
are published by Republicans,
spokes harshly of, I would not
the majority of the reporters are if we could set up some sort of were judged solely on our usual
government in this state to inhave been quite so adamant in
expression and subsequent acDemocrats.
sure cheerfulness. A good or bad
my actions. And fair play does
tions? A cheerful person (and
NIXON PERSONALLY mainoutlook
on
life
is
quite
often
not necessitate doing unto others
by
a
cheerful
person
I
do
NOT
tained that his coverage was not
as they have done unto you,
really fair. I don't know. I do revealed by a pleasant or un- ' mean one who never sees anynor before they do unto, nor
thing wrong with anything, but
know that many of his princiany other of those ridiculous
rather, one who tries to make the
ples and beliefs were not print- to the rocky ground of specifics,
metal rules.
best of a situation and has a
ed in the papers I read.
Nixon had strong views regardFair play may involve giving
To assign Nixon a point on the ing communism. In fact, he was happy attitude) is a pleasure to
in occasionally, or not being so
be associated with.
political scale of belief, current- very much against it. What was
dogmatic about a certain touchy
Tactfulness Necessary
ly in vogue among the American considered soft was not a weak
issue. It is a spirit of cooperapublic to access p olitics like position on the subject but rathA SECOND ATTRIBUTE necestiveness in living and associating
multiplying on a silde rule,
sary for success in getting along
er his expressed opinion that
wth fellow human bengs.
would be to place him slightly there are several ways to fight
with others would, in my
left of very right or a lit tle right
Essential Characteristics
communism and that the disaopinion, be tactfulness combined
of the vague middle-of-the-road
greement lies in the method, not with truthfulness. Some of us,
CHEERFULNESS, tactfulness,
which would be somewhat right the principle. And he favored a
are inclined to "say what we "and fair play are characteristics ·
of left, depending on where left minimum (again dangerous to think and think what we say."
of the amiable, happy individual.
is.
define) amount of government
While this attitude is cerThese attributes are necessary
I KNOW THAT to m ake such
intervention in the private sectainly not wholly bad, it may
in all situations, but they are .
a judgement could be personally
tor of the economy.
get one into embarrassing' situaessential in a situation where
very dangerous to me as the
BUT NOW it is over. Nixon tions. If Marcia asks John how
people are thrown together in
scale exists only in minds and .has left us and returned after a
he likes her new hat, he doesn't
constant close association.
there seems to be no objective brief sojourn in this world to
have to curse and shout, "I
Getting along well with others
standard for building these
his premevial state-citizen-hushate it," if he thinks it positively
involves patience, tact, and a
scales. Beauty is in the eye of
band - father. GOODBYE, MR.
atrocious. But he can say per- - general liking for other peoplethe beholder.
NIXON. IT WAS NICE KNOWhaps, "It goes well with the
qualities that we all possess or
To move away from quicksand ING YOU.
color of your dress." Of course,
can attain with a little effort.

Students Can Improve Campus Life

can

Harding is going into its
twelfth year oI Lyceum presenta#ons, a program which has
br:o~ht to campus each year
a ·variety of entertainment ranging from AustriaD. puppets shows
'to New York opera stars.
Lyceum programs are chosen
from a numerous amount of billings received by Dr. Erle Moore,
head of the department of music.
A committee of three faculty
members meet together and decide ui)on · the programs for the
year.
Student productions slated for

RAND'S
POLY -CLEAN.

Hwy. 67 E. ·-

S

the Lyceum season are two
dramas by the Speech Depart,.
ment, "The Hasty Heart," March
1 and "Oedipus the King," May
4. The Music Department preThirteen · student$ were presents the oper a "Martha," May sent at Harding's fourth Orien4.
.
tal elub meeting Nov. 18, the
Dr. Moor e stated t hat although largest turnout yet this year.
By Phil Sturm
the committee selected the proThe Oriental club is now in
grams, any student is welcome the stage of organizing its work
Harding students could learn
to make suggestions.
for this year. Sam Miao, presi- a lesson in perserverance and dedent of the group, related his termination firsthand from Leslie
Neil Cope, professor of journa- plans for placing each member Burke, Biblical languages instrulism is attending the Sigma Delta in a specific committee, designed tor, who lived in a barn his
Chi Convention in Tulsa, Okla. to give all students an opportun- freshman year at Harding rather
this week end.
than give up the opportunity of
ity to participate in the club.
The five committees esta- a college education.
blished at the meeting are the
Burke, now chairman of the
Program Committee, Outreach department of foreign languages
SINGLE LOAD
Committee, Fellowship Commit- and literature, was born July 24,
WASHERS 20c
tee, Project Committee, and In- 1909, at Jacksonville, Ill. As a
youngster he moved with his
formation Committee.
The committees will take care family to Memphis, Tenn., where
D.OUBLE LOAD
of the planning and conducting he received his early education.

In Pursuit, of Higher Education

of programs, retaining members
through advertising and i>ersonal contact, promoting social get
togethers, sponsoring worthwhile
projects to help the church and
needy people in Oriental countries and establishing a filing
cabinet and special library of
facts about the Orient.
The last few minutes of the
meeting featured a panel discussion with Sin-Ho Kim and
Miao. The audience addressed
questions to them pertaining to
geographical boundaries, family
life, discipline problems, customs
and status of the church in the
Orient.
At the next meeting, Jerry
Baker will report on an Asian
country, probably India. Everyone is invited to come and spend
an enjoyable evening with the
Oriental club in Room 111, Bible Building.

DRYERS 10c
"BIG BOY"
WASHER SOc
(up to 9x 12 shag rug}

. : DRY CLEANING

•

Missionary Clu.b
Plans Busy Year Leslie Burke Ignored Comfort

WASHERS 25c

COIN-OPERATED
LAUNDRY
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T'f.'elfth Lyceum Year Features Varied Shows

By The Pit

HAIR DRYER
B lb. LOAD DRYCLEANING

$2.00
Average Load 3 Dresses, 4 Sweaters
2 pr. Pants and 2 Skirts

Started as a Machinist
In high school, he was trained
in the vocational machine shop.
He could not afford to finish
school and had to quit and get a
job as an apprentice machinist.
Burke stayed with this job for
seven years, attending school at
night. He never earned his high
school diploma but was admitted
to Harding in 1931 after passing
an entrance exam.
Burke's first year at Harding
was extremely difficult. Unable
to afford to stay in college housing, he spent his nights in a barn.
"The barn had no light, no heat,
no water, and had a dirt floor,''
he said. "I had to wrap myself
in blankets to keep warm while
I was studying."
Studied Languages
From the beginning of his
college career, Burke had a burn-

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
BE

Just between dads and sons •••

WELL BARBERED

Central
Barber Shop
310 N. Spring
Claude
Julian

Ode

Yes, son, your old Dad spent nearly all of his life between South
Carolina and Mississippi. It took us one hundred gnd twenty-six years
to pass the " Gamecocks" in per capita income.
You think that's too

Leslie Burke prepares for one of his Greek classes.
ing desire to study Biblical languages. He states, "I came to college with one thought in mind to learn the Greek in which the
New Testament is written."
In addition to working in the
cafeteria, he was a monitor in
the men's dormitory. His dormitory life provides some humorous experiences. Men students
were the same then as now, with
the usual amount of shaving
cream and toothpaste smearing
and short-sheeting of beds.
On the occasion, he recalls
two students putting a billy-goat
· in another student's bed. Another
time, one student went to bed to
discover a dead cat under his
covers.
Began Teaching Greek
As a student, Burke had unusual ability in languages. To
meet expenses, he began teaching
elementary Greek in his junior
year and continued to teach parttime until his graduation in the
spring of 1937.
Burke married Corinne Whitten on Dec. 19, 1936. They have
one son, Leslie Carlton, who is a
senior at Pepperdine College in
Los Angeles.

.
I

Planned to go to China
After his graduation, he and
his wife planned to do missionary work in China, an ambition
which they were unable to pursue. Their passports were can•
celled because of war conditions.
Instead, he joined the faculty of
Harding College and continued
teaching Greek. Burke left the
college in 1939 but returned in
1944.
Attended Northwestern
The following s~er he began studying Germain ·and attended Northwestern University,
Evanston, Ill., where he was
granted the M. A. degree in
classical languages in 1950. He
also studied at the Middlebury
Language School where he was
not allowed to speak any language but German.
Enjoys Translating
One of his favorite pastimes
is walking through the woods,
reading as he goes along. He enjoys making translations, especially of G r e e k tragedies.
Burke also preaches occasionally,
but admits that he is at his best
rhetorically when he is in front
of a class of language stude.nts.

ROGER HLADKY

THUR.· FRI..

The New Representative

of

BLUE CROSS • BLUE SHIELD

slow for you? Listen to this:

e ARKANSAS' PER CAPITA INCOMI: GAIN FOR 1961

COMPLETE HOSPITALIZATION INSURANCE

OVER 1960 WAS THE HIGHEST IN THE NATION!
CH 5-4517

Box 317, Station A

•THE PERCENTAGE RATE OF INCREASE WAS FOUR
TIMES THE NATIONAL AVERAGE!

GARRISON JEWELERS

If we duplicate that for the next ten years, the whole common market will
want to set up shop right here in Arkansas! Yes, son, that might be over. stating our case a bit. But you can count on this:

ALL NAME BRANDS IN STERLING,
CRYSTAL AND CHINA
KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS

e THERE'S A FUTURE F~R YOU RIGHT HERE AT HOME.
IT'S A GOOD ONE, AND IT'S GROWING~~·
If you decide to work and raise your family here, I hope you will think

of your old Dad someday and say to yourself, "Dad, I'll have to hand it
to you-yQu certainly called this one right/"

Engraving, Watch and Jewelry
Repair of All Kinds

SUN. ·MUN. TUES.

Ph. CH 5-2340

..A..

.Inc.=

Herbert l. Thomas, Jr.

President

ARKANSAS CAREERS

MEMBER

Corner ·of Court Square

Herbert L. Thomas, Sr.
Chairman of the Board

IF

you find the best place for

~

late

snack, you 'II ·more than likely go back •
• • • Find The Best Blace!

IT'S BILL'S
FROZEN DELIGHT

LI:FE
e

..

THE FIRST PYRAMID LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA
PYRAMID LIFE BUILDING -

LITtLE ROCK, ARKANSAS

"Home of the Original Bib Burger"
Hwy. 67 E.

•••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••

Next to Bowling Alley
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Clubs Announce Formal Acceptance of New Mempers

I

The club won the small-club
By Beatrice Sturm
1 year are Phyllis Fowler, presiThe less pleasant activities of dent; Mary Pursley, vice-presi- softball tournament · this fall '
pledge week are in the past, Myrna Massey, treasurer and They are plannin~ the!-r ·:-club':
' ·· ·
pledges have regained their pride Martha Tooke, athletic director, banquet for D~ber . 8.
'1 .
LINDA RISINGER, Society Editor
I and swallowed temporary in- Club beau. is Bill Short.
Phi De~ · . , ., __ · .. ·
I
dignation towards pledgemasters.
+-•-•-•-111-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-111-m_.,_11-n-111-M-m-----•---•-•-•---m-.11-•-------..+ The
Theta Psi
Phi Deltas initiated new. memfollowing clubs announce the
Formal initiation for Theta Psi bers at a bunking: party October
formal initiation of new club
was conducted Oct. 29 at Mrs. 28 at the home of Mrs. , Joe
members.
Spaulding.
John Frock's home.
Kappa Phi
Those initiated were Dorothy
New club members are Patty
The home of Mrs. Kenneth Beets, Linda Attmyer, Eve Ellis, Abbott, Charlotte Atkins, CarolPerrin, sponsor, was the setting Mary Ann Emmanuel, Marie yn Barnes, Judi Cranford, Betfor the formal initiation of Laird, Carole Miller, Sue Petty, tie Dickerson, Faye Hall and
By Linda Risinger
Kappa Phi pledges..
.
Donna Scher, Barbara Shepherd Barbara Huff.
HAVE YOU EVER wondered just what it is that goes into that tiny glass bottle
The thirteen new members are and Donna Shipman.
Others are Kathy King, Cynof perfume with the high price tag attached? There is more to it than meets the eye-- Sue Jackson, Beth Smith, Pat
and Sharon Stepter. Plans are
Zeta Phi Zeta
or the nose. Today perfume companies are urging women to buy their products if they Vawter, Ann Gaskill, Avayd Barbeing made for a "hobo party"
want to turn a man's head. According to recent scientific findings, the odors bypass rett, Leila Butterfield, Clara Kerr,
The Zeta Phi Zeta club con- on November 24.
t he reasoning areas of the brain,
Jennie Flessner, Sue Gately, cluded pledge week with informKo Jo Kai
stimulate motor impulses and act
Beverly Beard, Kay Mobley, Sa- al initiation at Wyldewood and
Ko Jo Kai pledges treated
directly on the center that conlena Cogdell and Mary Wool- formal initiation the next eventheir pledgemasters to a hamtrols blushing, pounding of the
ing.
ard.
heart and release of hormones.
Officers of Kappa Phi this
New members include Carolyn burger supper October 26. Their
Apparently women are convincArthur, Nancy Burt, · Sandra formal initiation, which took
ed, for last year 140 million
Burchfield, P a u l a Columbus, place by candlelight; was held
Jannie Crawford, Kay Edwards, later at the home of Mrs. Ermal
dollars were spent on fragrance
Cynthia Everett, Linda Spears Tucker, sponsor.
in the United States alone.
,Old members sent Homecoming
and Barbara Whitfield.
Of What Is Perfume Made?
Perfect attendance at the corsages to Mrs. Tucker and the
WHAT GOES into a typical
club's first volley-ball game in- Ko Jo Kai pledges.
New members this year are
fine perfume. A single ounce of
dicates an enthusiastic club spirit
Faye Masters, Marilyn Karnes,
a currently popular brand confor the year ahead.
J eanye Stahr, Karen Hardy,
tains the essence of 600 jasmine
. Galaxy
Ruth Millet, whose columns
Marta Lou Henley, Barbara Will- ·
flowers from France, 480 roses
The Galaxy Social Club has iruns, Betty Barnett, Jackie Dan"'
'lre printed in the Journal in
from France, 80 roses of a difFlint, Mich., has advice that accepted 17 new members this iel and Cathy Patella.
ferent variety from Morocco,
might prove profitable to Hard- semester.
1750 orange blossoms, 60 tubeZeta Rho
They are Dwight Boggs, Dan
ing women.
roses, the peel of half a bergaLoudermilk, Sam Sewell, Jim
Zeta Rhos had their formal
She
says
that
pleasing
the
man
mont from Calabria, the handin your life pays many dividends. Bailey, Tom Heinselman, Bob initiation Oct. 26 at Mrs. Virgil
scraped peel of 15 oranges, san"Dress to please a man and Rader, Joe Burleson, Paul De- Lawyer's home. The new memdalwood and cardamon oils from
you're
rewarded with compli- Foor; and David Day. Others are bers are Marilyn Cobb, Andrea
India, estragon oil from Spanish
ments that make you feel young, Don Stevens, Herman Wain- Tipton, Mary Ann Reams, Becky
tarragon leave~, three animal
wright, Vernon Bray, Ronn Lam- McAllister, Linda Nye, Jessica
no matter what your age.
fixatives, including a tincture
bert, Billy Willingham, Bill Dye, Simpson, Janice Snyder and Gail
Cook
to
please
a
man
and
from civet cat fed raw sheep in
Ron Lasher and Doug Fairley. Wright.
you'll
almost
believe
him
when
Ethiopia and 35 laboratory made
he tells you nobody - but noaromatic chemicals, some of
body can broil a steak to
which go through 20 stages betouch yours.
fore purity is attained.
Florsheim Shoes - City Club Shoes
Give a man a little subtle, but
Company 'Makes Profit
not-too subtle admiration, and
Wesboro - Young Men's Shoes
it will spread out until he is
THE COMPANY that sells this
Meditating on how to catch her man, June Dixon looks at her
pleased with what he has acFamous VELVET STEPS and SHOW OFFS for Women
mixture at $35 an ounce is able
assortment of perfumes.
complished and pleased with you
to gather all these ingredients,
for having the gopd sense to
get the proper blend, package
them in crystal bottles and fancy ceed and another fail? No one for it out loud. He had probab- recognize how smart he really
paper, sell the product to de- knows exactly. Most of today's ly rather pronounce more modest is.
Meet a man's grouch with
partment stores at $25 whole- popular fragrances have a middle names such as Cotillion, Desert
gaiety or his anger with calm,
sale, place an enticing ad in a odor between absolute dry and Flower, or Emeraude.
NOW THAT perfume, cologne, and enjoy the peaceful atmosfashion magazine and still make absolute sweet. But the fragrance
West Side Square - Welcome Students
itself is only one factor. The and toilet water have gained phere that you created.
a profit.
Let the man you married be
names, the package, and the ad- some popularity among women,
However, for every fragrance vertising are very important, too. the industry is starting to work head man and see if it isn't more
that succeeds, there are many
on the male population. Many fun than trying to run the whole
Names Are Important
that fail, and few become popular
men have now changed from show yourself.
overnight. Coty's L'Origan was
Although someone may have after-shave lotion to cologne. BeListen attentively when a man
introduced in 105, chanel No. 5 in mind buying a fragrance such fore long, if the industry has its talks and see if it isn't more
in 1924 and Lanvin's Arpege in as Wild Desire, Soul Kiss, Inti- way, every woman and man in fun than trying to run the whole
1927.
mate, or Tailspin, h~ may be very the country may smell divine.
show yourself.
What makes one perfume sue- reluctant to ask the salesclerk
I

AeGJr1v1Gr1Bs

1

Perfumes Entice Males

Beware of The Lady With ABottle In Her Hand

Please That' Man
~n Your Life Says
Female Columnist

HEUER'S Shoe Store
Shoe Box

NEVER
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For The Best In

Put Off Until Tomorrow

1

QUALITY and SELECTION

II

SHOP AT

!

KROH'S LADIES APPAREL

Featuring Home Baked pies and Home Cooked Meals I

Open Weekdays 5:30 a.m. -

8:00 p.m.

I

Sundays 11 :00 a.m. -

2:00 p.m.

l!

Welcome Harding Students

I

ON THE SQUARE IN DOWNTOWN SEARCY

I

!

:.i

100 Spring St.

Ph. CH 5-4455

1
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THE SEARCY BANK
INVITES
Students to use our
Complete Banking Service

y0 u
Will Like Our
Friendliness
Member
F.D.l.C.

For Time and Temp.
Dial CH 5-4641

What You Should Do Today

SPECIAL AT
·FROSTY TREAT
Williams-burger .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . ... . ... . .. . .. .. ..
Chuckwagon basket ................................
Chuckwagon sandwich . .... . ... .. .......... .....
Regular H. B. basket ............................
Deluxe H. B. basket ............................
Cheeseburger basket . . ... .. .. . ... . . ... ... . . .. .....
Deluxe Cheeseburger basket . .. .. .... .... .. .
Corn Dog ................................ ......... .......
French Fries .. ........................ :........._. .......
Shakes (Thick) . . .... . .. . .. . . ... ... .. ... . . .. .. . ... .. ...
Malts {Thick) .. .. .. . ... . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . ... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .

1Sc
49c
35c
39c
49c
49c
54c
20c
20c
19c
24c

Bring Us Your Soiled Clothes ·
Wet -W ash

Cleaning

Fluff Dry

Pressing

Finished

Alterations

Also specialize in refinishing formals

Watch For Opeing Date of
ROLLER RINK

Coin Operated Laundry

(Now Under Construction Behind Frosty Treat)

Greg Rhodes, Manager

James Williams, Owner
Highway 67 E.

Across from Roseann

VAN ATKINS SHOE DEPARTM·ENT
114 NORTH SPRING

Phone CH 5-2530

Students Return From St. Louis Excursion
· Wiser in the Art Of Successful Bus Driving
By Phil Sturm
TWENTY-ONE American Studies students recently returned
from a five-day tour of St. Louis
industries wiser not only in business operations but also in the
"art" of successful bus driving.
The lesson in good driving
came on the way to their first
scheduled tour. The students
witnessed Greg Rhodes squeeze
Harding's 10' 2" bus under a
ten foot underpass. According to
student reports, the incident
taxed the nerves of everyone.
ANOTHER time, Dr. Clifton
Ganus and Lee Underwood, faculty sponsors, had to get out of
the bus and stretch a narrow
gate back so that Rhodes could
maneuver the bus through.
When he's not driving buses,
Rhodes is manager of Harding's
laundry.
DESPITE complications t h e
group did visit and tour a variety of St. Louis industries. First
stop on their agenda was the
Monsanto Chemical Co., third
largest chemical corporation in
America. This included a tour of
a new research center, the main
offices of the company and lunch
in the company cafeteria at the
expense of Monsanto.
In the afternoon, the students
toured the Federal Reserve Bank
of St. Louis, which serves a sev-

,.:y,:,.,_,:.'''.::,;:::.,

en-state area including Arkansas. The tour ended with a question period conducted by an
economist employed by the
bank.
The group wound up the tours
for the day with a trip to the
main headquarters of the St.
Louis Police Department. Here
they were welcomed by the
Chief of Police and then shown
a movie on the operation of the
police force.
A GUIDED tour of the building
included a visit to the "holtlover" where prisoners are held
after being booked before they
' are transferred to the city jail.
They also saw the "line-up"
room.
On Tuesday, the first stop on
their itinerary was the White-

WELCOME
Harding College
Students and Faculty

Rogers Electric Co., a subsidiary
of the Emerson Electric Co.,
which produces thermostats and
other types of controls. After a
tour of the plant, they engaged
in a question period with James
Rogers, president of the company, and other officials.
AFTER A luncheon given by
White-Rogers, the group went to
the Gaylord Container Co., where
they viewed the process of producing corregated boxes.
FAMOUS-BARR, the largest
department store in St. Louis,
was their first stop on W ednesday. There the students got an
inside view of the retailing business. Famous-Barr provided a
luncheon during which the students were presented to Morton
J. May, chairman of the board
of directors and long-time friend
of Harding College.
THAT AFI'ERNOON, they toured the Olin-Matheison Co. of East
Alton, Ill. There they saw the
production of Winchester sporting ammunition and Roll-Bond
aluminum sheeting.
The concluding tour was of the
main office of the International
Shoe Co. on Thursday morning.
They toured the company's showrooms and the IBM data processing division.
STUDENTS MAKING the trip
were Joe Adams Jr., Joel Anderson, Jim Bailey, Beverly Beard,
Don Bowman, Michael Canoy~
Pat Caraway, Latina Dykes, John
Eshelman, Marcia Geisler, Tom
Hawkins, Eddie Isom, Wanda Jo
Johnson, Hugh Kile, Martha
Mitchell, Owen Mosely, Reggie
Reynolds, Joe Spaulding Jr., Harriet Storey, Phil Sturm and
Leighton Waters.

Wyatte F . DeLoache, public
relations executive of E. I. du
Pont de Mours, Inc. spoke in
chapel today. DeLoache, a native
of Marianna, Ark. is Midwest
District Manager, Extension Division of du Pont.
He met with three of Harding's classes to discuss big business operation, little-known aspects of economic growth and
national strength and the du
Pont employee relations program.
The last half of each class period
was devoted to a question and
answer period.
Yesterday DeLoache was at
the University of Arkansas at
Fayetteville.
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Test Week Causes Changes
In Students' Manner Of Living
By Salena Cogdell
HARDING

STUDENTS

have

which is actually fatal. However,
a pleasant aspect of staying up
all night is the opportunity to
watch the sun rise, which is not
usually appreciated because the
eyes are, by this time, not focusing accurately.

been through two major crises
during the past few weeks; Cuba
threatened their .safety first, and
now with nine week examinations on· the records and grades
going in the mail, parents will
undoubtedly be doing the threaThe typical college dorm
tening.
normally is full of activity at
The typical Harding student 2 a.m. and students may be seen
undergoes a complete personality alternately sniffing air-wick and
transformation during test week. sw~owing no-dose, nei:ously
A drastic change takes place in gulpmg down black coffee, JumPthe daily routines of most stu- ing i~ and ~ut o_f c;oid sho~ers,
I 87th Birthday Honored dents. Sleeping, eating, studying and either pm-pnckin.g or piD;chand social habits become relative · ing themselves from time to tune
By Marine Reservists
to the number of tests a person to keep awake.
Harding's five Marine Reserv- has each day.
EATING HABITS may range
ists held a dinner in the Empire
IN THE FIRST place, sleep be- from ?ne extr~me to the other.
Room Nov. 8 as an informal cele- comes a very sacred and cherish- T.o relieve ten~ion, a person ~ay
bration of the 187th birthday of ed activity, appreciated much either gorge himself to the pomt
the U. S. Marine Corps, which more by everybody when its reg- of ~ausea, or he may become so
was founded Nov. 10, 1775.
lular practice is once again re- 1 aru_cious as to g? on a lJ.un?er
Capt. Donald L. Rowe, USMC, slimed. Rare is he who wisely I strike and refram from eatmg
Officer Selection Officer for Ark- kept up with his subject daily, anyth~g.
.
ansas, was guest of honor at calmly and efficiently reviewed
During a. ti.me of almost conthe banquet. SSgt. Carlos Cortez, the night before the test, and hit stant studymg, a lot of students
1
USMC, Officer Selection NCO, the hay promptly at ten.
\ seek .out secluded nooks ~d
was also present for the occa'kel
·
th
sto
f
th
cranrues
adopt
favonte
M
l
ore
l
y
lS
e
ry
0
e
bodil
.and
.
d
a·t•
sion. Following the banquet, the
college student who, with the I
Y..positions ~ con i ions
film "Force in Readiness", naridea of three tests floating to facilitate studymg.
rated by TV-film star Jack
around somewhere in his semiSome of them develop intense
Webb, was presented in the
concsiousness, went out and en- powers of concentration and are
American Studies Auditorium.
joyed himself until 10 p.m., then : able to absorb knowledg~ a~ve
This was open to all students.
Those attending the banquet returned to his books and 1 and beyond the den of noises like
crammed intensely until 5 a.m., during football or volleyball
were: Bill Pearcy, Mary Ellen
slept till 6 a.m. and studied until games, chapel, the lunchline, and
Baskin,
Bob Pearcy,
Cathy
club meetings. Some more unPatella, Gene Conner, Barbara 8 a.m.
ABOUT THE WORST thing fortunate persons, though, are
Huff, Carroll Osburn, Jessica
that can happen in a situation I forced to hiberna;e in closets or
Tipton and Harold Pitts.
like this is alarm clock failure, lock themselves m bedrooms to
get away from room mates who
' recite aloud or from fellow class: mates who believe in studying
; to rock and roll.
CONVERSATION OCCURS in
' short, frantic spurts. Most of us
speak in terms of "me'', in that
all we can talk about is how
worried and overloaded with
tests we are. It is hard to put
ourselves in the place of the
other nervous wreck sitting next
to us.
Yet, through.out misery week
is the glorious realization that
if we can just survive a few more
days, all this will be over. The
last test day, the past Saturday
for most of us, was truly a day
of deliverance for which everyone, maybe even teachers, was
! thankful!
"You studied for your test, yet?"
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We Appreciate
Your Patronage

Modern
Barber Shop

See The Complete New Line of 63 Ford's

Bring us your Repair Work,

du Pont PR Executive
Here For Chapel Today

l 200 E. Market
Block North of Campus

Regardless of Make or Model

T~lkington
Your Ford Dealer

Gulf Station

WHITE COUNTY MOTOR CO.

South Main
and Park Ave
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The Hottest Brand Going

THE HOME OF THE TRADING POST

GULF PRODUCTS

MOORE'S

Only
SMOOTHIE

For road service call CH 5-9693

HAS

SUMMER JOBS
*

923 E. Race

THE
BUTTON
DOWN
TIE
PATE.NY•u.s.

WORK AT A CAMP THAT OFFERS

You

Pat.

CAMP SHILOH
Mendham, N. J.

Interviews
Fri. Sat. Nov. 23-24: 10:00-12:00
Small Auditorium
Aulton Durham, Ge~eral Manager will be on Campus to Interview

AUTO SERVICE -

your
shirt

Allwyn Hart
Arnold Brooks
"Red" Fairfield
Leo Balentine

We Specialize in Automatic Tranmissions
Dynalflo - Fordomatic
3061/2 S Main

CHRYSLER PRODUCT&
Phone CH 5-3221
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PatentK"'

BUTTON-DOWN TIES

CAMP SHILOH
Mendham, N. J.

COMPLETE

it to

Three days of camp instruction and fun in the Catskill
Mountains.

2 Blocks from campus

HART

can
button

#2.813.273

to work with highly qualified administrative
* Priviledge
personenl
to associate with other Christians from
* Opportunity
ACC-DLC-OCC-NICE-FHC
* Time off fo~ visits to New York (only 35 mi. away)
* Transportation furnished to New Jersey and return
* Free: lodging and excellent meals
* Salaries Comparable to other camps

CONOCO

$1.50
Sweeping th4I countey - *hia
ingeniou1 patented idea Smoothie "BUTTON-DOWN"
Ties! Come and see them. You'll
marvel at the way it buttons
your tie to your shirt for stayJ>Ut neatness. Newest colon and
oattern d~i~s .

COTHERH'S
MEN'S STORE

The Registered Diamonds That Assure You of
Permanent Value Always.

1
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Love Bright Diamond Rings

1
iI

i
I

Sterling Silver by Gorham, Toule, Wallace,
and International

I

China by Lenox and Syracuse

t

Crystal by Tiffis, Glastonburg

I

I
I
I

I

I

I
I

I
I

f

Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in Jewelry and I
Watch Repair
J

!

I'
I

I.

PARRISH JEWELRY
.

I1
I

I
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THE HARDING BISON, Searcy, Ark.

Nov. 15,

19~2

Debate Teams Return
From TCU Tournament

National League
Alpha Phi Kappa downed Sub
T-16 in club rag tag Monday, putting APK in sole possession of
the wjnners bracket.
Jerry Smith, APK quarterBy Judi Cranford
back darted 30 yards on a bootleg play for the winning score.
Beginning at 6 p.m. tonight, A pass from Smith to Jon Farris
several teams will compete in added the two point conversion.
club and intramural volleyball. APK's well drilled defense botThe tournament began last tled up Sub T's running attack
week and will continue until all and intercepted two Sub T passbut one team has lost two I es.
games.
APK drew a bye in the first
On Thursday night, Nov. 8, round and then edged by TNT
two intramural games were 16-;1.5.
played. After playing a best two
Sub T-16 also received a bye
out of three games, the Servers in the first round, coming back
defeated the Spikers and the De- to defeat Sigma Tau 28-14.
ceivers beat the Receivers.
American League

j

Clubs Participate
The club teams also played
best two out of three games with
six teams coming out victorious.
The WHCs beat Ju Go Ju, Ko
Jo Kai topped Kappa Phi,
Theta Psi tr i um Ph e d over Independents, Phi Delta edged
out Zeta Rho, Mu Eta Adelphian
over Delta Chi Omega, and Oege
beat Tofebt.

Pioneer defeated Galaxy 13-0
with Pioneer Ron Barber scoring
two touchdowns.
Charley Carter, Galaxy, could
not get his team across the midfield stripe due to a combination
of penalties and a Pioneer line
sparked by Jerry McCaghren's
interception of two Galaxy passes.

HARDING COLLEGE sent two
debate teams to Texas Christian
University November 6-8 One
of the largest Southwest tournaments., it featured nearly 100
teams from 42 schools.
Harding's teams, composed of
Joel Anderson ~nd Jim Arnold,
senior division; Doug Vaughn
and Ron Wiltse, junior division, were admit1led to the final
rounds because of their won-lost
record and their speaker ratings.
THE SENIOR division emerged
witli a 4-2 record by out-debating the University of Florida,
Air Force Academy, Steven F.
Austin State College and North
Texas State University.
The junior division returned
with a 7-1 record beating two
teams from Baylor University
and one team each from Kansas
State Teachers College, Texas
Technological College, Navarro
Junior College, Kansas State College and Steven F. Austin State
College.
THE NEXT debate tournament
will be held at the University of
Arkansas November 30 through
the first of December. Four
teams will attend from Harding;
two each in the senior and junior divisions.
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Walt Mays makes the long walk back to the dressing room.
Mays and his big 63 were seen for the last time Saturday night
in Harding's final game of the season.
·

Bisons Bow to Reds
The Henderson Reddies capitalized on a 26 yard pass to set
up the winning touchdown in a
6-0 clash at Arkadelphia Saturday night.
The first period saw the Reddies drive to the Bison five yard
line. The long, 80 yard push was
stopped when the Bison defense
forced a fumble on the fourth
down. Taking over, the Bisons
ran only two plays and then
quick kicked to the Henderson
44 yard line

The Bisons started their long
drive, picking up a first down,
and then time ran oul
Harding took the second half
kickoff to their 25 yard line and
moved the ball to the 44, but a
penalty forced the Bisons to
punt again.

Another feature which may
be of interest to students is the
displays in the Emerald Room
of publishing houses and mission
points.
THERE also will be entries in
the individual events of oratory,
poetry interpretation, dramatic
interpretation, newscasting and
extemporaneous speaking.

· SpQrting Goods
CH 5-3261

106 E. Market

Harding's first basketball game
is set for Thanksgiving Day. The
Bisons meet Little Rock University in an afternoon game.

Hardware -

Cato's
Barber Shop

I
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Furniture -

Housewares -

Appliances

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Use Our Lay-Away for Christmas

··call CH 5-3516
We'll measure your
rooms and give a complete cost estimate. No
obliqation.

CITY TIRE SERVICE

See Herman West
for your printing
needs ....
• Bids
Invitations
Ribbons
Envelopes
Letterheads
Programs
Notice Cards
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BERRYHILL

Nov. 21 marks the end of the
shuffleboard and table tennis
"ladder" tournament.
During
this final week a person may
challenge anyone who is listed
no higher than three places
from them. At the close of the
tournament the person heading
the list will be the winner.

In the game's closing moments
Hard~ng managed to hold the
We Welcome
Reddies and take control o.E the
ball all in a period of 96 seconds.
All Students
:
.
J Both
of the Bison drives were
The Reddi:s took ~o the air stopped by pass interceptions.
109 West Market
at the Harding 35 with a pass
from quarterback Buddy Harp to
Henderson averaged two and
Searcy, Arkansas
end Robert Mizell, and moved to three _downs per drive to hold off
the Harding nine. Harp, on a the B1sons and run the clock out.
roll-out play, threw to fullback
James Gibbs for the score ending a seven play, 56 yard drive.
Troy Tison's try for a PAT was
wide.
Recapping - Retreading - Vulcanizing
With nearly ten minutes left
in the first half, the Bisons again
Call CH 5-4620
1502 E. Race
took over and again were forced
to punt. Bison Gail Mote stopped
another Reddie drive with a
pass interception on his own 15
yard line with just over a minute left.

ALL
SOCIAL CLUBS

Thanksgiving Lectures this
year are designed so that more
students can participate.
The program is arranged so
that all students can attend
every major lecture. In addition
to the evening speakers, the four
day lecturers are 'scheduled to
speak in chapel each day.
On Tuesday and Wednesday
afternoons at 3 :45, students who
are free may attend the afternoon lectures given by Elza Huffard and Rex Turner.
Various student organizations
are helping with the lectureship.
The Timothy Club is in charge
of ushering, boys' social clubs
will direct the parking and girls'
social clubs are making posters.

Let Us_Order Those Club Jackets
Early This Year:

Shuffleboard, Tennis

..

Lectures Set Up
For All Students

201 West Arch
Southwest Corner of
Court Square

311 E. Race

Free Parking

LET'S GO BOWLING!

TEN PIN LANES
Daytime - 3 Games for $1.00
Friday Night Special for Students
3 Games for $1.00
CH 5-2242

Hwy. 67 E.

COPYRIGHT@ 1961, THE COC.t.·COLA COMPANY. COCA·COLA ANO COKE 4RE REGISTERED TR4D EM.t.RKS

SUPER
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Finest In White County
Highway 67 East
Across from White County Motor Co.
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Special prices on printed
Christmas Cards
Wedding Invitations
and Photographs
Banquet Photographs

arding Co ege

PRESS
Herman West, Mgr.
(on the campus)
1213 E. Center
Phone CH 5-4431

Sales and Service on All Makes
All Work Guaranteed

Nicho s Radio &TV Service
1303 E. Race

Phone CH

5~5280

We carry a complete line of record players
Specializing in Webcor Record Players

OPEN
WIDE and SAY A-H-H-H!
Get that refreshing new feeling with Coke!
·
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by COCA COLA BOTTLING tOMPANY OF ARKANSAS

Searcy, Arkansas
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